The present human civilization is moving forward along with many backward motions, generation after generation. At the same time, in the running society amidst a lot of conventional ordinary zero-point or negative works, few giant steps are taken for the good of the people in the long run. Mental capacity of common people is not so powerful to catch the negative vibrations against the deeds taken for granted, today; and, hence, in majority cases, solution does not come. We blame one another and the situations become worse day by day. We always try to rationalize the irrationals by our own judgments, introducing falsehood, mistrust and selfishness; and, hence, in no way the problems reduce. Rather, the whole society is being entangled in a variety of mental turbulences in which we all have been captured directly or indirectly. Actually, we have lost our inner power as a result of forgetting our original spiritual identity. The right knowledge and understanding of soul, Supreme Soul and World Cycle, and self-realization and God-realization made clear the universal concept of One-World -Family in the sense that every human being is the spiritual child of God Father Shiva irrespective of the differences of castes, colours, creeds, cultures, faiths, religions, languages, genders, nationalities, places of birth, etc.

Introduction

I. The Moral Imperative:

Our World, today, is caught up in a vicious circle. Most of the problems it faces are interlinked and each one of them feeds up the fires of others. They are so much entangled and intertwined that it has become very difficult to extricate the world out of it. One of the reasons why we cannot solve or lessen the rigour of these problems is that we do not apply or do not have a solution, which attacks all the problems simultaneously. In other words, our approach to our problems is not holistic; it is merely piecemeal. We try to make use of solutions for each individual problem separately and the result is that, in the mean time, other problems increase
and bring from the back door other problems that we are trying to tackle! Secondly, we have infatuation for the old theories. Little do we realise that our present problems have been caused, directly or indirectly, by such socio-economic, psychological and political theories and concepts that gained currency during the past about three hundred years or a little more. We should have thought that these theories have proved not only ineffective in the long run but have given rise to new problems or have aggravated our old problems. We should, therefore, have discarded them as outdated. We should have felt that the theories of Adam Smith and Karl Marx cannot work in the present context, for the world scene has changed tremendously since then. If even, now, we do not free ourselves from the constraints of these crumbling ideologies and unconfirmed assumptions, the time will have run out and we will be too late to apply any correctives. People live in a state of frustration. Tension and stress are the greatest psychological diseases in our present world. The reason lies in people’s failure to find the real and ultimate truths. Everyone is a seeker by nature, but everyone lives their life without knowing its real purpose. As a result they live in a state of confusion and full of contradictions. They yearn to find something without knowing what it is. A tension-free mind is one that can function positively despite contrariety. People work but find no job satisfaction. They earn money but experience no inner satisfaction. They live by the formula: enjoy life! But, they don’t know what real enjoyment is. It is a paradoxical situation. Everyone is living in this state of self-contradiction this is a self-created problem. When the Creator has given us a mind and made us free to use our mind, we should make use of this opportunity. We should activate our thinking capacity and discover reality. We should read what is hidden in our nature in an unwritten form. This is the only way to deliver and free our self from the psychological chaos. The consciousness of truth is interwoven in our nature: it is very easy, therefore, to discover the real and ultimate truths. The only condition is to shun distraction, following the well-known principle of ‘simple living and high thinking’. If we want to save our self from going astray, let us activate our positive thinking. We will, thus, surely reach the gates of truths.

II. Spiritual education

Spiritual education is the root and foundation of all other kinds of education without which humanity is still crying for peace, love, unity, understanding, etc. in spite of the so called present material prosperity and scientific and technological advancement. The right knowledge and understanding of soul, Supreme Soul and World Cycle, and self-realization and God-realization made clear the universal concept of One-World-Family in the sense that every human being is the spiritual child of God Father Shiva irrespective of the differences of castes, colours, creeds, cultures, faiths, religions, languages, genders, nationalities, places of birth, etc. As incorporeal souls, we are spiritual children of the same and one Supreme Spiritual Incorporeal God Father even though we hailed down from the metaphysical Soul World to take our body-costumes in
order to play our apportioned roles by taking births in different familial, social and religious set-up in this earthly stage. Though the individual souls are different in their grades of qualities, virtues, values and powers; yet, they are of the same spiritual and divine mould, belonging to the Clan of Incorporeal Shiva. As souls we are the spiritual children of One and same God Father. They are trying to transform the human beings into divine ones by instilling in them the spirituality and divine virtues and thereby also trying to divinize the society and the world in very near future. They are creating integration in various faiths, through interfaith dialogue, by inviting the leaders and people of different faiths to a common platform for establishing mutual love, trust, cooperation, reciprocity through understanding of similarities and acceptance of the various diversities as parts of the one integrated whole.

III. True Knowledge or True Identity of the soul:

Supreme soul teaches Rajayoga to His children because human beings have the capacity to control everything whether living or non-living. By giving knowledge to the children, Shiv Baba makes them masters of the new world. Spiritual Awakening is one of the most important fields in human endeavour for upliftment of human character, and reviving inner peace and happiness in the maximum number of people in the world. We know that the search for inner peace and happiness goes beyond the barriers of religion, country or language. When a person is awakened spiritually, and understands the depth of Spirituality, they become the most valuable world servers in conveying God’s message for the transformation of society. The Brahma Kumaris have accumulated many treasures of spiritual wisdom, and multimillion fold experiences in the application of Spiritual Values and Rajyoga Meditation, and so the Mission and Philosophy of the Brahma Kumaris is very simple: Each one Teach one through one’s own example of Self Transformation. Those who are empowered to renounce negativity from their lives, and inculcate divine virtues, can rightly say that they have found the right path to natural self awareness, and realisation of universal spiritual brotherhood/sisterhood.

➢ Soul power: Need of the our

Soul power is necessary to clean the mind and intellect of each and every person. Then only, transparency will come in our minds and we will be able to think for the society and country in an unselfish manner. To oppose anything for self or in the name of others is easy, but to understand the inside of good moves is difficult. Generally, the human thoughts flow in a specific direction as collective consciousness as per the call of time, which may be termed as the need of the hour. The incidents happen in their time; we all enjoy the good ones and get pains from the bad ones, but cannot change them. Even, we could never think that the future bad things may be changed if awareness comes at a right moment. But, post incident thoughts come differently that bring more problematic future instead of any remedy. The present human
civilization is moving forward along with many backward motions, generation after generation. At the same time, in the running society amidst a lot of conventional ordinary zero-point or negative works, few giant steps are taken for the good of the people in the long run. Mental capacity of common people is not so powerful to catch the negative vibrations against the deeds taken for granted, today; and, hence, in majority cases, solution does not come. We blame one another and the situations become worse day by day. We always try to rationalize the irrationals by our own judgements, introducing falsehood, mistrust and selfishness; and, hence, in no way the problems reduce. Rather, the whole society is being entangled in a variety of mental turbulences in which we all have been captured directly or indirectly. Actually, we have lost our inner power as a result of forgetting our original spiritual identity.

➢ Recharge Soul-battery:

Recharge our soul-battery by connecting our soul with the Supreme Soul or God. We call Him Supreme in every sense because He is the Supreme and Absolute Source of power, purity, knowledge, peace, bliss, values, virtues, qualities, etc. Understanding comes from this Godly knowledge and powerful waves of spiritual light and might from Him penetrate the souls in an invisible manner through Godly remembrance. The more is the Godly remembrance (Yaad), the more is the availability of power, enriching the soul with its original and essential qualities. The empowered souls may bring peace and happiness in the present world and in future Golden Age when the lives will be spent more beautifully with enjoying moments of peace, bliss and happiness all the time. We will be free from any accident, health hazards and untimely death. All the moments, then, will be adorned with golden sparks of peace, bliss and happiness.

➢ First of all, God Father Shiva gives the knowledge to the children that they are a soul, a point of light and not the body. The soul controls the activities of the body. Also Baba gives His own introduction that He also is a point of light and He never takes a body and His residence is the Metaphysical World (Moolvatan or Paramdham). Since Baba never takes a body, He always remains pure. He comes to the world when the whole creation, which was in a Sattopradhan stage, reaches the Tamopradhan stage. He gives the knowledge to the souls in an easy way and in the one and only way to attain its original stage that is just by remembering Him.

➢ God Father Shiva, through divine messages, has given directions to all the souls to sit in silence at least for eight hours daily to purify the atmosphere through the power of the vibrations of silence.

➢ The Supreme Soul, God Father Shiva, has given directions only to purify the atmosphere of the planet earth because the earth alone has sufficient quantity of oxygen for human
beings and other creatures to live in its atmosphere. In no other planet, the human beings exist; so, the earth is a wonderful stage for the human souls to play their parts in the human bodies.

❖ The Almighty Authority, Baba, says that you children are the Master Almighty Authorities and you have enough powers to do that change. Baba, the point of light, being incorporeal, radiates pure white light. The feeling of and reflecting on the same colours, gives the soul all the important divine virtues and powers of God Father, and the vibrations of them, transforms the atmosphere.

❖ For realizing and vibrating the same, practise the Amritvela yoga regularly and properly and be in a Farista stage. Only, then, you have the power to change the atmosphere through the power of vibrations.

**Weekly Meditation Chart to Recharge Soul-battery**

❖ On Mondays, remember Baba as the Divine Mother radiating green rays (rays of divine love), which fills the soul with the divine virtue of love and the vibrations of which purifies the atmosphere.

❖ On Tuesdays, remember Baba as your child, radiating blue rays (rays of peace and tranquillity), which makes the soul peaceful, the vibrations of which transform the atmosphere into a peaceful one.

❖ On Wednesday, remember Baba as the Supreme Teacher, the Ocean of Knowledge, radiating indigo rays (rays of knowledge), which makes the soul knowledgeful, and the vibrations of the above rays transform the atmosphere.

❖ On Thursdays, remember Baba as Satguru, radiating the orange rays (purity), which make the soul pure and the vibrations of which transform the atmosphere into pure one.

❖ On Fridays, remember Baba as the Supreme Beloved, radiating violet rays (bliss), which make the soul blissful, and the vibrations of which transform the atmosphere into blissful one.

❖ On Saturdays Remember Baba as the Beloved Companion, radiating yellow rays (rays of happiness), which make the soul a beloved friend, the vibrations of which transform the atmosphere into a friendly one. Baba directs all the souls to do this exercise at least four hours daily and the drill has to be continued for a long time; only then the transformation of the atmosphere takes place.
Conclusion

The Incorporeal Shiv Baba never does anything by Himself. He provides the children with the required powers and does the job through them. When nine lakh souls sit in silence in perfect (sampoorna) stage, the vibrations of the power of silence transforms the atmosphere in such a way that it reshapes the surface of the earth. So, the axis of the earth has zero inclination means the axis of the earth will become perfectly vertical. That marks the beginning of the Golden Age. This is the wonder of the power of remembrance of God Father. This will make the earth revolve around the sun in a circular path instead of the elliptical path in the old world, meaning the distance between the earth and the sun remains the same, thereby making one season in the New World. In that world, no storm or cyclone will create heavy rainfalls, causing floods, which breach the banks of the rivers and submerging of the nearby villages and towns, thereby inflicting heavy losses of public property and life. No meandering of rivers takes place; no flooding of rivers or drying up of rivers are caused in the New World. Shiv Baba creates the New World for His children to live in peace, purity and prosperity. Baba, the Father of all the souls, takes everybody to His Sweet Home, and sends them to the New World, the Paradise, number wise, according to their efforts in remembering Him.
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